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the hybrid dinosaur

Hi I'm a Paleontologists from a new park called Jurassic World

I'm currently working on a secret project called the Indominus rex it is mixed with cuddle fish, raptor, and a

tyrannosaurus rex. We will try to make a good cage for the indominus rex. She will be bigger than a t-rex and or

spineosaurs. Our workers are going to release her to her cage on Proper Noun 8, 2014. That will be in 1

year.

Chapter 2 Noun The release

Come on Nick!!! " Interjection sir" said Nick. Open the Gates."1, 2, 3, 4" I said in my mind. NOW!!!

The old cage is open and now she's in her new cage. Tell the owner of the park she is in her cage. "Ok" said

Proper Noun the Park is Adverb open Adjective to Jurassic World!

My hybrid dinosaur aka the indominus rex is now fully grown and ready to be displayed. But 1 thing

Modal Pronoun be too mean or scary for little Noun - Plural but it will be safe. I'm going

to the Noun stay on a look out just in case something gone wrong. "Wow that's a scary looking

mosasaurus" I said in my mind.

Well my indominus rex is waiting for me.

Chapter 3: visitors



Hi I'm a paleontologist that created this hybrid dinosaur I named her the indominus rex. Would you like to see

her? "Why sure" said the law of justice. "Whoa she is pretty big and scary looking." said the law of

Noun . Yes she is because she has part Noun , Noun , and Adjective

Noun . "Well we have to go" said the law of justice. Ok see you later. Nick get me a cup

Preposition or subordinating conjunction coffee from Starbucks.

"Ok sir" said Nick.

Chapter 4: the dyno break

12:00am

"SIR WAKE UP NOW EVACUATE THE ISLAND." Said nick. What happened? "The indominus rex broke out

of her cage and now tearing down the park" said nick!!! Well then GO NOW!!!!!

"What have I done" I said in my mind.

Hello any reads me?

"Yes copy" said park owner.

I give you permission to end her.

"Ok" said park owner.

Use raptors.

"Ok blue and the rest of them".

Yes.

Blue,



Charlie, Echo, Delta attack her. "rawr rawr rawr" said indominus rex to the raptors.

"What happened" said nick. I think they are communicating with each other. Wait... There not against us she's

just acting.

Just run far away from indominus rex and they will attack her ok. "O.K." said nick.

Chapter 5: the end of our island

The indominus Rex Life had ended and the park is destroyed and we have only half of the dinosaurs we had

before. Park manager the park has to end ok. "Ok" said the park manger

THE END OR IS IT....
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